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T HE presence of timall amplitude pressure oscillationt; in a solid rocket chamber depends mainly upon the inter-
action between the vibrations and the combustion processe" 
occurring in the thin region adjacent to the solid. Often the 
behavior seem" to be dominated by the influence of pressure 
fluctuations; this is conveniently expressed in terms of the 
response function (m'/m)/(p'/p), the ratio of a small change 
in mass flux to a small change of pressure. Most calcula tiont; 
lead to results that can be put ill the form 1 for harmonic 
oscilla tiOIlS 
(m'/m)/(p'/p) = nAB/[A + A/A - (1 + A) + ~-tB] (1) 
where A is a complex fUllction of the dimensionless frequency, 
Sl = }(W/p2. The angular frequency is w, P is the mean burn-
ing rate, )( i" the thermal diffu;-;ivity of the solid, and the pref'-
sure index is n appearing in the burning rate law P ~ pn. 
There are two parameter~ in this simple result: 1) A = 
E,(7\ - To)/RoT.,2, where K is the activation energy for the 
surface reaction, T, is the mean surface temperature, and 
To is the temperature of the cold tiolid; and 2) B, which de-
pends on the model chosen for the gas-phase flame. A cur-
rently pressing problem is to identify the values of A and B 
for particular propellants. One way to do this experimen-
tally may be to use data taken in T and L* burners. 2 If 
successful, one would then have a means of characterizing the 
stability properties of solid propellants. A possible alternate 
method is suggested here. 
Now Eq. (1) is really just the frequency response for a 
special linear system. It can therefore be used to compute 
the response of the burning solid to any kind of pressure 
change. One must assume, of course, that the structure of 
the flame zone in some sense does not change. It appears 
that the most important assumption in this respect is that 
the gas phase responds quasi-statically to the pressure 
chanl!;e. 1,2 
In particular, an approximately exponential pressure 
change is relatively easy to reproduce experimentally by 
opening or closing a vent in a small chamber. The case of 
decreasing pressure is important for the practical problem of 
extinguishment; a suitable representation IS 
(2) 
with Ll. < 0 and r is the dimensionlcsti time, tp2/}(. Providing 
the pressure changes are not too large, the response of a burn-
ing solid to any pressure change can be found by treating (1) 
as a Laplace transform. It appears that the first calculation 
of this sort appeared in Ref. 3, but not for an exponential 
change and with no intention of applying the results to ex-
perimental data. For the function (2), one eventually filld:s 
in this way 
exp( -T') m' 
2nABLl. m 
2 L (E,)(J, eXJl(Jh') erfc[-(J,(r')112] + 
i=l 
{C3 erfc[-(JJr')112] - C4 erfc[u3(r')'12]J 
where r' = r / 4, (J32 = 1 - 4{3, (J2 = (Jl *, and 
(JI = }t(l - B) + i[4A - (A - AB + 1)J112 
The coefficients are 
Complex conjugates are denoted by ( ) *. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Rather than use (3) directly, it is somewhat more informa-
tive to examine the behavior for small and large times. l~sillg 
standard expansions, one finds for r « 1, 
and for large times, 
7n' [ 
=-- (r) ~ nLl. + 4r>ABLl. (DI - C1)e SlT + 
m 
(DI* - C1*)e 81*T + (7f'~)112 e- T/4 - (J3C3e-flT] (r -+ co) (7) 
where 
-a/2 + i[A.2B - a(A + a/4) jlI2 (8) 
and 
a = A(l + B) - A2(1 - B)2 (9) 
The middle three terms ill (7) are transients characteristic of 
the propellant; they are all stable only if the real part -a/2 
of 81 is negative, i.e., a > O. The boundary of this kind of 
"sIJOntalleous" or "1'ntrl'lls1'C" I'nstabl'll'ty I'S defined bv a = O. Received February 6, 1969; revision received .Ylarch 19, 1969. J 
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Fig. I .Measured chanlber pressure and instantaneous 
burning rate. 
111 ~ P" applies. Finally, the la~t term in (7) is, of cour~e, 
the "forced" respon"e. 
Note that Eq. (6) shows, a>; one would anticipate, that 
both the change and rate of change of mass flux (i.e., linear 
burning rate) vani~h at the initiation of the exponential 
change of in-chamber pressure. Finite changes initially re-
quire impulsive changes of pressure. Recent numerical re-
suits4 - 6 are defective in this resped, showing finite slopes 
at t = O. 
The first two terms in the brackets of Eq. (7) represent an 
oscillation, which can be written explicitly as 
8nA.B~ Dl - Gl :e- ar2 eos(Q/T + ¢) (10) 
where Q, = A. [B - a(A. + a/4) /A 2]1/2 and tan¢ is C5l.e(Dl -
Gl) divided by [m(Dl - Gl ). This transient oscillation, a 
characteristie of the propellant, abo does not appear in 11l0~t 
of the numerical result,; cited; the sole exception is Fig. 14 
of Ref. 5, in which a I % step change of pressure prodmed 
an oscillation having illltially an amplitude only a bit less 
than 1%. Some suspicion is cast on the remaining nonlinear 
results until these deficipncies are explained. 
However, a more interesting question is whether measure-
IllPnt of the burning rate in response to a pressure perturba-
tion likE> (2) will yield information about the parameter,.; 
A. and B. Clearly, the data must be quite good and im-
possible to obtain by eonventiollal means. Recently, how-
ever, a technique ba~ed on the use of microwaves ha~ been 
developed. 7 It appear~ pos~ible to resolve changes of burn-
ing rate in times of a few rnillj~econds. Two results for 
separate firings in a small chamber are shown in Fig. I. The 
propellant ,.;ample wa" a "mall strand, and the approximately 
exponential decrease of pressure was achieved by puncturing 
a diaphragm at an exhaust port. 
.-\.ccording to the measurements shown, the instantaneous 
bmning rate exhibits an oscillation that does not appear in 
the pressure trace. Since the instrumentation had an ade-
quate response time and sensitivity to measure pre>;sure 
oscillations, one mu"t tentatively conclude that they were 
negligibly smail, if not absent. Hence, the oscillation of 
burning rate cannot, at lea"t for the present, be associated 
\yith an L* instability. Within the linear approximations, 
therefore, the oscillations mu"t evidently be identified as 
the transient \'ibration shown in Eq. (10). The data indicate 
that the oscillations decay very slowly, implying aT ~ 0 
in Eq. (10). For the propellant used, f ~ 0.18 in./sec at 
200 psi and 0.24 in./see at 490 psi. With x "" 5 X 10--
in. 2/sec, the characteristic tinlP (really for the thermal wa \'e 
in the solid) is roughly 15 msec. Thus, it is necessary that 
in fact a ~ 0 if aT .~ 0 for the tests shown. In that ease, 
n, "" A(B)1/2,..,0 the real frequency is w ~ j'2A(B/x)1/2 which 
"hould increase with pre,.;sure if A and B are constant. For 
the data shown, w ~ 44 rad/~e(' at 200 psi and 125 rad/~ec 
at 400 psi, thu~ verifying this coneiusiOll. 
With the given values, olle finds A (8) 1/2 ~ 0.695 at 200 
psi and 1.07 at 400 psi. This trelld of .-1 (B) 1/2 has beell fou IlrI 
ill other experiments,2 but although A depends on surface 
temperature, and hence 011 mean pressure, no existing theOl')' 
CUll accommodate such a large change with pressure. Typical 
ntlues for A. alld B which have been determined elsewhere" 
are A ~ 10-15 and B ~ 0.7-0.9; the value A(B)1/2 ~ I is 
therefore at least reasonable, although perhap~ a bit sIllall. 
Sincp A and B are related by (9) as well as by the expre~sioll 
for Q" measurement of the frequency and rate of decay of 
the transient oscillation lllay provide directly the values of 
both A and B. 
Thus, the data examined seelll to support qualitatively 
the idea that the transient behavior of the thermal wave in 
the solid has been observed during the pressure decay, and 
that the response of the burning surfaee is roughly described 
by the simplest kind of analysis leading to Eq. (1). Whether 
or not pxtinction finally oe('ur~ ('annot be determined hy the 
linear analysis. 
If the preceding argulllent i,; valid, and if suffic.ientiy ac-
curate data can be obtained, then the experimental technique 
of Ref. 7 may be superior to both the L * burner and the T 
bUl"ller for establishing the stability characteristie~ of a pro-
pellant. :\leasurements of the frequency and the slope of 
the envelope (i.e., a) of the oscillation gi\'e the values of both 
A. and B for a given jJre,.;~ure level, with only a single firing. 
Several firings in a T burner are required, and the L * bUl"ller 
is seriously restricted to quite low prpssures. Once A. and 
B are found, the entire respollsP function is determined by 
Eq. (I). 
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